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EdDSA signature (high-level)

● Schnorr signatures with deterministic nonce, over a curve Ed25519.
● Signature with fastest verification. Provably secure.
● Widely deployed: OpenSSH, TLS 1.3, Signal, Tor, GnuPG,

and in blockchains: Corda, Tezos, Stellar, ZCash, Aptos.

● EdDSA high-level:

KeyGen():

● sk - a secret scalar
● pk = sk * B

Sign(sk, M):

● r = H(sk || M)
● R = r * B
● S = r + H(R || pk || M) * sk
● σ = (S, R)

Verify(pk, M, σ = (S,R)):      S * B == R + H(R || pk || M) * pk

Nonce r is generated 
deterministically!



Signature security

● EUF-CMA: Existential UnForgeability under Chosen Message Attacks

Protecting against the following attack:
given pk, after asking adaptively for signatures on m1,...,mn and 
getting σ1,...,σn, produce a valid pair (m*, σ*) with m* ≠ m1,...,mn.

An attacker can’t produce a signature on a NEW message!



● SUF-CMA: Strong UnForgeability under Chosen Message Attacks

Protecting against the following attack:
given pk, after asking adaptively for signatures on m1,...,mn and 
getting σ1,...,σn, produce a valid pair (m*, σ*) with (m*, σ*) ≠ (m1,
σ1)...,(mn,σn).

Signature security

an attacker can’t produce a new signature on an OLD message!
An attacker can’t produce a signature on a NEW message  +

<Bitcoin transaction malleability and MtGox< by C.Decker and R.Wattenhofer ESORICS 2014
~$500,000,000 presumably drained from Mt Gox because the signature was modified on the fly.

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-11212-1_18


Signature security

● BS: Binding Signature (sig binds to the message)

Protecting against the following attack:
produce (pk, m, m’, σ), s.t.

(m,σ) and (m’,σ) are valid and m ≠ m’

An attacker can’t produce a signature that is valid for two messages,
even when an attacker is a signer!



Signature security

● SBS: Strongly Binding Signatures
(sig binds to the message and the public key)

Protecting against the following attack:
produce (pk, m, pk’, m’,σ), s.t. (m,σ) is valid under pk, (m’,σ’) is 
valid under pk’, and (pk,m) ≠ (pk’,m’)

An attacker can’t produce a signature that is valid for two
message - public-key pairs,

even when an attacker is a signer!

Monero a major bug: 
https://www.getmonero.org/2017/05/17/disclosure-of-a-major-bug-in-cryptonote-based-currencies.html 

https://www.getmonero.org/2017/05/17/disclosure-of-a-major-bug-in-cryptonote-based-currencies.html


How definitions cover the space of possible malleabilities

SUF-CMA implies EUF-CMA
SBS implies BS



Strongest* signature security:
non-malleability = SUF-CMA + SBS

* for non-unique signatures



Ed25519 group structure

● E is a set of points (x, y) from {0,1,...,q-1},    q is a 255-bits prime
that satisfy the equation:

-x2  +  y2  =  1  +   d * x2y2   mod q

● Addition law determines the group operation:

● Two special points:
○ Zero point: O = (0,1)
○ Base point B ∈ E (generator, specified in the standards):  has order L, i.e. L* B = O

● Elliptic curve group E ≅ ZL x Z8,    L is a 253-bits prime



Ed25519 group - cofactor subgroup

● Elliptic curve group E ≅ ZL x Z8
● Any point P ∈ E  can be represented P = b*B + t*T

where b ∈ {0,1,...,L-1} and t ∈ {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}
B is of order L, i.e. L*B = O, and T is of order 8, i.e. 8*T = O.

● If t ≠ 0, P is mixed order
● If b = 0, P is small order

● When everybody is honest (the signer, the signature relayer), small and mixed 
order points never show up in EdDSA.

● The co-factor issue can be mitigating by always checking that L*pk = 0, but 
that is computationally very expensive!

b - <discrete log= of P
cofactor subgroup



Ed25519 group point serialization

● P = (x,y) ∈ (Zq,Zq), q = 2255-19
● Serialized to a 256-bits string as follows:

● Little-endian format: left to right and from least significant to most significant
● Last bit is 1 iff x is negative.
● x is restored using the curve equation:

-x2  +  y2  =  1  +   d * x2y2   mod q

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 … 1 0

255 bits of y 1 bit sign of x

When y ≥ q, the encoding is non-canonical:
19 non-canonical serializations

1 0 1



Ed25519 - small order points



Ed25519 - serialization with non-canonical y

× 2    for x=0/1

We do not know 
dlog of these points,

hence unlikely, 
they come up in 
valid sigs.Convention:

x = 0 must be 
encoded with bit 1 
not 0

Small order points Non-canonical y



Handling of <unusual= points and scalars gets tricky

● σ = (S,R) is 512 bits
○ S is a scalar - an integer in {0,1,...,L-1}  -  256 bits,
○ R is a serialized point of E  -  256 bits.

● pk = A is 256 bits
○ A is a serialized point of E.

● What if
○ S is non-canonical  (S >= L) ?
○ R or A are serialized non-canonically (R.y or A.y >= q) ?
○ R or A are small order ?
○ R or A are mixed order ?
○ etc….



Signature Verification (co-factored)



Non-repudiation & resilience to key substitution attacks



Non repudiation example



Blockchain issues

● Forks! 50% of the validators run co-factored, the rest run co-factorless
○ Malicious users can pick small / mixed order keys on purpose
○ Note that such attacks can have financial incentives due to trading opportunities
○ The issue is even more evident when batch verification is utilized

● Transaction malleability on non-canonical S values
○ If SegWit is not applied and the signature is part of the transactionID, then some users won’t 

be able to find their original txID
○ MtGox (one of the biggest exchanges collapses in Bitcoin’s history)



Optimizations (canonical S)

L = 2252 + 27742317777372353535851937790883648493 (prime)

Hint (a): the 252th bit of s is unlikely to be set for honest users

Hint (b): 240 = 11110000 (binary), 224 = 11100000 (binary)



Optimizations (canonical y-coordinate)
q = 2255 − 19

Hint (a): all of q’s bits, but the 2nd and 5th less significant bits, are set!

Hint (b): the 8 less significant bits correspond to the decimal number 237

Hint (c): each y-coordinate could start with an <is less than 237= check on the less 
significant byte, which will succeed with probability 237/256 = 92.5%, then 99.6%.



Optimizations (faster co-factored verification)

Method (save a few operations):

- first compute V = SB − R − hA
- then accept if V is one of 8 small order points 

- (or alternatively compute 8V with 3 doublings and check against the neutral element).



Batch verification



Fast verification of EdDSA signatures
- Antipa et al. considered mutualizing point doublings in a linear combination 

equivalent to the verification equation.
- Bernstein et al. considered using the trick, but it requires finding a suitable factor for 

the combination for the linear combination, which requires a GCD, which makes the 
trick ineffective.

- Pornin managed to find an algorithm for finding this factor that is cost-effective.
- Besides the Pornin implementation, performance gains have been confirmed in 

BouncyCastle

Antipa, Adrian, et al. "Accelerated verification of ECDSA signatures." Selected Areas in 
Cryptography: 12th International Workshop, SAC 2005
Pornin, Thomas. "Optimized lattice basis reduction in dimension 2, and fast schnorr and 
EdDSA signature verification." Cryptology ePrint Archive (2020).

https://github.com/bcgit/bc-csharp/blob/8ceba50f198102f99ed98cc0fdb057a9edf4ab8e/crypto/src/math/ec/rfc8032/Scalar25519.cs#L390
https://github.com/bcgit/bc-csharp/blob/8ceba50f198102f99ed98cc0fdb057a9edf4ab8e/crypto/src/math/ec/rfc8032/Scalar25519.cs#L390
https://cacr.uwaterloo.ca/techreports/2005/cacr2005-28.pdf
https://cacr.uwaterloo.ca/techreports/2005/cacr2005-28.pdf
https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/454
https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/454


Test Vectors



Test vector repository

- 13 test vectors available in the repository,
- Code for verification on those vectors for all tested libraries,
- Moreover, the code that generated the vectors is available in documented 

source

https://github.com/novifinancial/ed25519-speccheck

https://github.com/novifinancial/ed25519-speccheck


Results

+ See repo for recent 
contributions: Zig, 
TweetNacl-C



Recent BouncyCastle update

https://www.bouncycastle.org/csharp/


Ed25519 signing api misuse
Taming verification → Taming signing
from (Ed25519 signing attacks) https://github.com/MystenLabs/ed25519-unsafe-libs

https://github.com/MystenLabs/ed25519-unsafe-libs


Ed25519 api zoo

Image credits: Brian Warner, <Ed25519 keys=, blogpost, 
https://blog.mozilla.org/warner/2011/11/29/ed25519-keys/

- seed vs extended privKey
- privKey serialization

- seed only
- extended privKey only
- keyPair

- verification function
- co-factored vs co-factorless

- signing api
- sign(privKey, msg)
- sign(keyPair, msg)
- sign(privKey, msg, pubKey)

- pre-computations
- batching
- aggregation



FIPS 186-5
sign(keyPair, msg)



RFC 8032 - EdDSA (generic description)
sign(privKey, msg, pubKey)

Where is the pubKey??



RFC 8032 - EdDSA (concrete instances)
sign(privKey, msg)



Original Paper
sign(keyPair, msg) ?
sign(privKey, msg, pubKey) ?



50+ affected 
Ed25519 libs



Vulnerable apis

Image credits: Safeheron, <Analysis On Ed25519 
Use Risks: Your Wallet Private Key Can Be Stolen=, 
blogpost, https://tinyurl.com/safeheron



The attack
Mainly affects signing apis that take the pubKey as input

● EdDSA signatures are deterministic, and thus for the same input message M to be signed, 
a unique signature output that includes two elements, a curve point R and a scalar S, is 
returned.

● Algorithmic detail: signer's public key is involved in the deterministic computation of the S 
part of the signature only, but not in the R value. 

● Thus, if an adversary could somehow use the signing function as an Oracle (that expects 
arbitrary public keys as inputs), then it is possible for the same message to receive 2 
signatures sharing the same R and only differ on the S part. 

● Unfortunately, when this happens, one can easily extract the private key

Hint: slightly easier to stay undetected in co-factored verification (even when signer verifies sigs before 
submitting it). 

Trick: replace the original pubKey with a mixed order pubKey (function of the 1st)



Rust: ed25519-exploit

Python: ed25519-vuln
by Bill Buchanan

Attacks in 
practice

https://github.com/MystenLabs/ed25519-unsafe-libs/tree/main/ed25519-chalkias-exploit
https://asecuritysite.com/eddsa/ed03


Most common issues
A fintech api had a DB table storing <userID, pubKey>, while the only data stored in the TCB (securely with 
integrity protection) was the private key. 

Flow: external users invoked a public api sign(userID, msg)

a. then internally the server did a DB request to retrieve the stored pubKey for this user, 
b. and finally there was an HSM call to sign(userID, msg, pubKey). 
c. The HSM retrieved the private key by userID, and returned the signature. 
d. The administrators thought that even malicious employees cannot extract privKeys, but the issue was 

many employees had write access to the DB <userID, pubKey>, so the application couldn't 
guarantee someone didn't change the original pubKey. 

Feedback: the api misleads devs to believe that it's harmless to have different integrity protection between 
privKey and pubKey and think that the worst case scenario is a signature failure.

Another spectacular failure - key rotation: 

● For a few msecs, the DB still stored the old <userID, pubKeyOld>, 
● this allowed a narrow window for frontrunning attacks: get a signature asap, before the DB gets updated 

with the new pubKey



Aftermath

<Taming the many EdDSAs= (verification rules)

- tested against 20+ libs (even hardware vendors)
- proposed test-vectors (now used in industry, ie Bouncycastle cryptography lib)
- explained why <optionality= can cause compatibility + security issues
- tricks for improved performance

<50+ vulnerable ed25519 apis= (signing function)

- due to paper, RFC, standards and library inconsistencies  
- domino effect from original implementations (performance Vs security)
- 48 libs still vulnerable (incl. popular ones)
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